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Regional cerebral glucose metabolic rates (rCMRglc) were 
compared in 18 unmedicated outpatients with 
schizophrenia and 11 normal controls using high resolution 
positron emission tomography (PET) and the tracer [F-18]-
2-fluoro-20-deoxyglucose (FOG). From previous work we 
expected to see abnormal hippocampal rCMRglc in the 
patients, but no striatal abnormalities. Trial-by-trial Stroop 
cognitive task, which has been shown to activate the 
anterior cingulate, was performed within a day of the PET 
study. As our patients performed abnormally on the Stroop 
we tested for a correlation between the anterior cingulate 
rCMRglc and Stroop performance. We found no whole slice 
cortical average glucose metabolic abnormalities. As 
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predicted we found abnormally decreased left hippocampal 
rCMRglc in the patients. No striatal or cingulate rCMRglc 
abnormalities were noted in patients, but they demonstrated 
a highly positive correlation between anterior and cingulate 
rCMRglc and Stroop facilitation. Patients with higher 
Stroop interference had more prominent hippocampal 
metabolic decreases. These localized temporal lobe 
abnormalities could account for some of the patient's 
positive symptoms and are consistent with recent findings 
in the literature. © 1996 American College of 
Neuropsychopharmacology 
[Neuropsychopharmacology 15:541-554, 1996] 

KEY WORDS: Schizophrenia; Positron emission tomography 
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In this study we used high spatial resolution positron 
emission tomography (PET) and F-18-labeled fluoro
deoxyglucose (FOG) in order to study medial and lat
eral temporal cortical regions, basal ganglia, and ante
rior cingulate in unmedicated patients with chronic 
schizophrenia. Many lines of evidence, including mag
netic resonance imaging (MRI), PET, electrophysiologic 
studies, and temporal lobe stimulation studies have im
plicated medial as well as lateral temporal lobe struc
tures in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia symp
toms (Barta et al. 1990; Buchsbaum et al. 1990, 1992; 
Catafau et al. 1994; Chua and McKenna 1995; Delisi et 
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al. 1989; Gur and Pearlson 1993, Lee et al. 1988; Shenton 
et al. 1992; Siegel et al. 1993; Tamminga et al. 1992). In 
previous work using a poorer resolution tomograph we 
found evidence of abnormal medial and lateral tempo
ral metabolism but no evidence of striatal abnormalities 
in patients with schizophrenia (Cohen et al. 1987, 1989). 
Based upon our previous findings as well as findings in 
the literature we predicted that there would be medial 
temporal hypometabolism as well as lateral temporal 
cortical metabolic abnormalities, but no striatal meta
bolic abnormalities for our schizophrenia patients with 
active positive symptoms. 

We imaged three slices parallel to the long axis to the 
temporal lobe and one to two superior slices through 
the basal ganglia and the thalamus with a high resolu
tion (2.6 mm in plane and 6 mm axially) PET scanner. 
The high resolution of the scanner permitted us to sam
ple and quantitate smaller regions of the brain than 
heretofore possible on commercially available PET sys
tems. To better visualize the temporal lobe, we imaged 
the brain parallel to the long axis of the temporal lobe 
rather than obliquely to the long axis as is generally 
done. To reduce the variation due to patient clinical 
state (Andreasen and Carpenter Jr. 1993), we chose to 
study mild to moderately (positively) symptomatic, 
medication-free outpatients. Trial-by-trial Stroop was 
also performed by most patients within a day of the im
aging study. As their Stroop performance was abnor
mal, we performed a preliminary linear regression 
analysis, examining the relationship between Stroop 
performance and the rCMRglc of the anterior cingulate, 
and certain temporal lobe regions of interest. 

Table 1. Patient Characteristics 

Patient Duration of Drug-Free 
Age/sex/SSAS Illness, y Period, wks 

1. 26/m/49 15.0 300.0 
2. 28/m/44 9.0 2.4 
3. m/35/46 15.0 2.4 
4. m/33/42 13.0 2.9 
5. m/27/20 13.0 3.0 
6. m/25/65 10.0 2.6 
7. m/28/26 5.0 75.0 
8. m/39/34 21.0 3.0 
9. m/27 /47 8.0 300.0 

10. m/27/45 6.0 2.3 
11. m/20/65 2.5 3.6 
12. m/49/37 9.0 2.0 
13. f/27 /58 5.0 2.4 
14. m/34/32 10.0 3.0 
15. m/33/26 10.0 2.3 
16. m/43/52 26.0 2.4 
17. m/32/35 7.0 2.7 
18. m/33/33 7.0 2.0 

10.6 :+: 5.9 2.6 :+: 0.4 
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SUBJECTS AND METHODS 

Eighteen medication-free patients, 10 undifferentiated 
and eight paranoid subtype, who met DSM-III-R (Amer
ican Psychiatric Association 1987) criteria for chronic 
schizophrenia, were studied (see Table 1). All but two 
patients were interviewed using the Structured Clinical 
Interview for DSM-III-R (SCID-P) (Spitzer et al. 1989). 
SCID-P evaluations were done on the other two pa
tients via chart reviews. All but two of the patients had 
overt hallucinations or delusions at time of PET study. 
All were physically healthy (physical exam, urine anal
ysis, complete blood count, and chemistry 20 panel, 
chest x-ray, electrocardiogram), and all except one had 
been outpatients for at least 2 months before the onset 
of the protocol. One patient, who had required inpa
tient treatment before the PET study, had just been 
competitively employed and was stable at the time of 
the PET study. PET studies of six additional subjects 
were not included in the analysis because of positive 
toxicology screens for amphetamine (2) and opiates (1), 
recent unauthorized antipsychotic use (1), insufficient 
washout of haloperidol decanoate (1), or poor quality 
PET scans (1). 

At the time of the PET study, all patients had been 
withdrawn from oral antipsychotics for a minimum of 
two weeks. Three subjects had their last decanoate in
jection approximately 12 weeks before the study and 
were placed on oral antipsychotic until 2 to 3 weeks be
fore the study. Some subjects required anticholinergic 
medications or chloral hydrate during neuroleptic 
washout. However, anticholinergic medications and 

1-lSBPRS BPRS+ 
Total Total 

47.0 16.0 
57.0 16.0 
66.0 16.0 
38.0 14.0 
58.0 18.0 
51.0 16.0 
38.0 12.0 
36.0 12.0 
44.0 11.0 
42.0 11.0 
49.0 14.0 
50.0 10.0 
59.0 14.0 
58.0 20.0 
40.0 14.0 
46.0 15.0 
30.0 8.0 
34.0 11.0 

47.6 :+: 10.7 13.9 :+: 3.2 

Negat 
Symp 

49.0 
48.0 
32.0 
69.0 
61.0 
58.0 
24.0 
61.0 
31.0 

Subtype 
Diagnosis 

undifferentiated 
undifferentiated 
undifferentiated 
undifferentiated 
undifferentiated 
undifferentiated 
undifferentiated 
undifferentiated 
undifferentiated 
undifferentiated 
paranoid 
paranoid 

46.0 paranoid 
34.0 paranoid 

paranoid 
47.0 paranoid 
34.0 paranoid 
40.0 paranoid 

45.3 :+: 13.5 
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chloral hydrate were not permitted in the 48 hours be
fore the study. Subjects who had required short acting 
benzodiazepines, such as alprazolam, were gradually 
tapered off this medication and had none for at least 48 
hours before the study. Diphenhydramine was permit
ted 12 hours before the study in one subject. 

The 18 schizophrenic patients consisted of 17 men 
and 1 woman. The schizophrenic patients had a mean 
age ± standard deviation of 31.4 ± 7.0. Eleven normal 
controls were also studied. These consisted of 10 men 
and 1 woman with a mean age of 32.9 ± 12.7 years. One 
of the 11 controls was left-handed, whereas two of the 
18 patients were left-handed by history. Controls were 
also chosen to approximately match the patients in 
terms of parental education (Control parents = 14.4 ± 
3.0, years; Patient parents = 15.4 ± 2.7 years, t[24] = 0.8, 
p = 0.43). 

The normal controls were obtained from advertise
ments in local newspapers. Normal controls were eval
uated by history and a semi-structured interview. Po
tential normal controls were excluded if they had a 
history of a neurologic or systemic disorder. In addi
tion, they were required to have a normal physical 
exam within 1 year of the study. Normal controls were 
also required to have no personal history of DSM-III-R 
Axis I disorder nor any first-degree family member 
with a history of Axis I disorder. Potential normal vol
unteers were excluded if they met DSM-III-R criteria for 
substance dependence or if they had a history of sub
stance abuse in the past year. 

For each subject, the Spielberger State Anxiety Scale 
(SSAS) (Spielberger et al. 1970) and radial pulse were 
obtained at the time of the PET study. For patients, the 
Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (Overall and Gorham 1962, 
1976) Negative Symptom Assessment (NSA) (Alphs et 
al. 1989), and trial-by-trial Stroop Color Naming Task 
were performed within a day of the PET study while 
they were still medication-withdrawn. The Stroop task 
was done in a different environment described in detail 
in Carter et al. (1992). 

PET Procedures 

PET imaging was performed on the PET-600, a single
slice tomograph with a 2.6-mm full-width half-maxi
mum in plane resolution and 6-mm axial resolution. 
The characteristics of this tomograph have been de
scribed elsewhere (Derenzo et al. 1988; Valk et al. 1990; 
Jagust et al. 1991). The PET procedure is similar to that 
described by Jagust et al. (1993). 

Briefly, subjects were studied in a "resting" (base
line) condition with eyes open and ears unoccluded. 
During the uptake period, the subjects were sitting in a 
chair, facing a blue screen in a dimly lit room. Sound 
consisted primarily of background equipment and fan 
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noise. Before the study, an arterial catheter was inserted 
into the left radial artery, connected to thin teflon tub
ing wrapped around a plastic scintillator and passed 
through a peristaltic pump. The plastic scintillator was 
connected to a photomultiplier tube. The photomultiplier 
tube was linked to a computer for time course determi
nation of blood radioactivity (Jagust et al. 1991, 1993). 

Several seconds after beginning blood withdrawal 
through this apparatus, approximately 10 mCi of FOG 
were injected into a right antecubital vein. At 30 min
utes, continuous blood withdrawal was stopped, the 
patient voided, and was positioned in the PET scanner 
with the gantry of the scanner tilted at an angle - 20 de
grees to the orbitomeatal line. This positioning assured 
that the angle of the tomographic slice would be paral
lel to the long axis of the temporal lobes and also permit 
good visualization of the medial temporal lobes (Jagust 
et al. 1993). Discrete sampling of 10 ml of blood was ob
tained at approximately 30-minute intervals after posi
tioning the subject in the tomograph. 

After placement in the tomograph, three parallel and 
contiguous slices were obtained through the middle of 
the temporal lobe and then one to two slices passing 
through the thalamus and striatum each containing at 
least 10 minutes of data and approximately 1 X 106 co
incidence events. Prior to obtaining emission scan data, 
a 3-minute transmission scan was performed at each 
level to correct for photon attenuation and to assist in 
patient positioning as described elsewhere (Jagust et al. 
1993). The initial slice chosen was generally 2.5 to 3 cm 
above the external auditory meatus (earn), depending 
upon the head size. In most subjects this produced a 
slice running through the midportion of the long axis of 
the temporal lobe, capturing medial temporal lobe. Be
fore acquiring the initial emission scan, a transmission 
scan and a 5-minute "scout" emission scan were ac
quired and compared with a set of high resolution 
transmission scans and emission scans, respectively, on 
a standard subject (see Figure 1). This comparison could 
potentially lead to a repositioning of the scanner for the 
acquisition of the "hippocampal slice" emission scan 
(see Figures 1 and 2). MRI, when available, was also 
used to aid in the selection of the hippocampal slice. 
Two subsequent emission scans were obtained, one 2.5 
mm above and one 2.5 mm below this slice in order to 
ensure medial temporal lobe tissue above and below 
the hippocampal slice. After acquisition of the temporal 
lobe slices one to two parallel slices 2.0 to 2.5 cm above 
the hippocampal slice were also obtained. This allowed 
us to obtain a "striatal slice" passing through the thala
mus and striatum as well as the inferior portion of the 
anterior cingulate (see Figure 3). The striatal slice was 
2.38 ± 0.31 cm above the hippocampal slice for the nor
mal controls and 2.43 ± 0.36 cm above the hippocampal 
slice for the patients. Calibration of the arterial blood 



Analyzed slice eam+2.5cm 

eam+1.00cm eam+1.50cm eam+2.00cm eam+2.25cm eam+2.50cm eam+2.75cm eam+3.0cm 

Figure 1. The series of high resolution emission and transmission images displayed represent a subset of the images obtained on our prototype subject and were used 
to aid in hippocampal slice selection. earn= external auditory meatus. 
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Figure 2. Circular ROis are displayed on a hippocampal slice emission image (;right). An MRI (left) is displayed, in a case in 
which we had MRI, showing the location of the circular RO Is on the corresponding structural image. rad= radius. 

sampling apparatus and the PET scanner was performed 
at the end of the study using a radioactive standard. 

Stroop Procedure 

Our Stroop procedure, performed either the day before or 
after the PET procedure, involved a trial-by-trial pre
sentation of words written with different colors (data 
reported in Carter et al. 1992, 1993). Words were consid
ered congruent if they spelled out the same color as the 
color of the ink they were written in, incongruent if they 
spelled out a color different from the color of the ink, 
and neutral if they spelled an animal name rather than a 
color name. Subjects were instructed to name the color of 
the ink as quickly and correctly as possible while vocal 
reaction times and errors were measured. Facilitation 
(speeded color naming of congruent words over neutral 
words) was found to be abnormally high in patients with 
schizophrenia (Carter et al. 1992). Interference (speeded 
color naming neutral words over incongruent words) was 
found to be abnormally high only in a subgroup of pa
tients with paranoid schizophrenia (Carter et al. 1993). 

Data Analysis 

Metabolic rates were calculated in cortical and subcorti
cal regions of interest (ROis) in the hippocampal and 
striatal slices. The hippocampal slice contained a total 

of 32 circular ROis (Figure 2). The striatal slice con
tained a total of 38 circular ROis (Figure 3). Placement 
of the circles on each slice was done blind to diagnosis 
(NK and JE) in a semi-automatic fashion (Jagust et al. 
1993). Adjustments of individual circles were made to 
conform to the cortical surface and to minimize overlap 
between adjacent circular ROis. Regional cerebral glu
cose metabolic rates (rCMRglcs) of the circular ROis 
were obtained by using the arterial input function and 
the operational equation (Phelps et al. 1979; Reivich et 
al. 1985; Sokoloff et al. 1977), with rate constants k1 = 
0.161, k2 = 0.168, and k3 = 0.098, determined for nor
mal controls using the PET-600 tomograph in an earlier 
study (Jagust et al. 1991) and the rate constant k4 = 
0.0068 determined by Phelps et al. (1979). 

For each tomograph slice, the circular ROis were av
eraged (weighted by area) to evaluate rCMRglc in 
larger cortical or subcortical regions. The circular re
gions and their diameters are indicated in Figures 2 and 
3. MRis exist for some of the subjects and are included 
to show the localization on a structural image. Figure 4 
shows the approximate position of the hippocampal 
slice on a rendered image of the lateral surface of a 
brain. Circle diameters were chosen to "cover" appar
ent cortical and subcortical gray matter on the PET im
age of the standard normal control. Labeling of the 
ROis was accomplished with the help of a standard at
las (Matsui and Hirano 1978). In addition, we serially 
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Figure 3. Circular ROis are displayed upon a striatal slice emission image (right). The corresponding MRI image at this 
level (left) is also displayed. 

sectioned three frozen heads into 7-mm thick slices at 
the same -20 degree angle used in the PET study; med
ical and lateral surface markers were then used to fur
ther localize brain structures (Crosby et al. 1962). When 
MRI was available we checked this technique further; 
we chose the 20-degree hippocampal slice on a ren
dered MRI image of the full head and then projected 
this slice onto a rendered image of the brain. This con
firmed what we had seen with cuts of frozen heads; 
namely that the 20-degree cut was parallel to the long 
axis of the temporal lobe and the "hippocampal slice" 
sampled medial temporal lobe (sampling hippocampus 
and amygdala as well as parahippocampal cortex). In 
the hippocampal slice, the ROis were divided into three 
lateral temporal cortical regions: anterior, middle, and 
posterior (each sampling predominantly middle and 
superior temporal gyrus) and what we call the "hippo
campus" (containing sampling primarily hippocampus 
and amygdala as well as parahippocampal cortex) bilat
erally. No attempt was made to separate amygdala 
from hippocampus. In the striatal slice, the ROis con
sisted of the (inferior) anterior cingulate (also contain
ing sampling from the medial prefrontal cortex), and 
the caudate and putamen bilaterally. 

Metabolic and Clinical-Metabolic Comparisons 

Two-tailed Student t-test comparisons were made for 
the 18 patients and 11 controls comparing the whole 

slice glucose metabolic rates. Subsequently, regional 
metabolic rates normalized to whole slice CMRglc were 
compared. First, we compared normalized rCMRglc in 
the left and right hippocampus in patients and controls 
as we had expected to see abnormally low values in 
these ROis. Next, the six temporal cortical ROis were 
examined using a repeated measures ANOV A. There 
was one (independent) between measure consisting of 
diagnostic groups (normals, schizophrenics), and two 
within repeated measures: hemisphere (left, right), and 
position (anterior, middle, posterior) with the depen
dent measure being temporal lobe rCMRglc. This multi
variate analysis was performed to evaluate laterality 
and anterior-posterior differences in temporal lobe met
abolic rates in patients and controls. The rCMRglc of 
the anterior cingulate was tested using the Student 
t-test as it has significant dopamine innervation (Lewis 
et al. 1988), and it is activated by the Stroop cognitive 
task (Bench et al. 1993; Pardo et al. 1990; Carter et al. 
1995). Finally, the four striatal ROis (caudate and puta
men bilaterally) were examined using a repeated mea
sures ANOV A. There was one (independent) between 
measures consisting of diagnostic groups (normals, 
schizophrenics), and two (repeated) within measures: 
hemisphere (left, right) and striatum (caudate, puta
men) with dependent measure being rCMRglc. Based 
upon our previous work we did not expect this to be 
abnormal though the striatum receives significant 
dopamine innervation (Waddington 1993). 
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Linear regression analyses were performed for the 
group of patients comparing positive symptoms, ob
tained from the BPRS, with hippocampal and striatal 
slice average cortical gray metabolism. Regression anal
yses for the patient group were also performed, com
parin? certain clinical measures with the rCMRglc of 
the h1ppocampus and regions of interest (ROis) tested 
which demonstrated metabolic abnormality. Clinical 
measures included Negative Symptom Assessment 
(NSA), BPRS, BPRS positive symptoms (BPRS+) (in
c~ude items #4: conceptual disorganization, #11: suspi
ciousness, #12: hallucinatory behavior, and #15: un
usual thought content from the BPRS), and Spielberger 
State Anxiety Scale. Linear regression analvses were 
also performed for patients, comparing Stro~p facilita
tion and interference with rCMRglc of the anterior cin
gulate and the ROis whose rCMRglc was abnormal. 

RESULTS 

Clinical Differences (Table 2) 

Patients and normal controls did not differ from each 
other on age, sex, handedness, or parental education. 
Not unexpectantly, the patients had higher state anxi
ety (SSAS), positive symptoms (BPRS+ ), and pulse 
rates than controls. 

Metabolic Differences-Whole Slice Cortical 
Gray Matter 

The average cortical CMRglc in the hippocampal slice 
was not significantly different in patients and controls 
(normals: 9.41 ± 1.47, schizophrenics: 8.73 ± 1.75; 
t[26] =. -1.0~, p = .30). The average cortical CMRglc in 
the stnatal shce also exhibited no significant difference 
(normals: 10.0 ± 1.22, schizophrenics: 9.21 ± 1.85, 
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Figure 4. The rendered MRI brain 
image demonstrates the location of 
the hippocampal slice. This slice is 
roughly parallel to the long axis of 
the temporal lobe and lies in the 
middle and superior temporal gyri. 

t[22] = 14, p = .27). The units for the metabolic rates are 
(mg glucose)/(100 gm tissue)/(min). 

Regional Metabolic Differences (Tables 3, 4, 5). Certain 
individual ROis exhibited rCMRglc differences. As pre
dicted, the left hippocampal rCMRglc was significantly 
lower in the patients than in the controls (t[27] = -2.37, 
p -~ .025). The rig~t hippocampal rCMRglc was not sig
mf1cantly lower m patients than in controls (t[27] = 
-1.62, p = .12). The between-group main effect in the 
temporal lobe repeated measures ANOV A was not dif
ferent in the patients than in the controls (F[l] = 0.27, 
p = .61). Although the overall hemispheric comparison 
was significantly different (F[l,27] = 5.03, p = .03) there 
was no significant hemisphere by diagnostic group dif
ference (F[l,27] = 0.40, p = .53) and no three-way inter
action (F[2,26] = 1.73, p = .20). There was an overall sig
nificant finding related to relative position (anterior, 
middle, posterior) within the temporal cortex (F[2,26] = 
29.43, p = .0001) and more importantly a significant in
teraction between diagnosis and position (F[2,26] = 
6.38, p = .006). Follow-up univariate comparisons be
tween patients and controls of the anterior, middle, and 
posterior temporal cortical regions (with left and right 

Table 2. Clinical Data 

Normals Patients 
(n = 11) (n = 18) p 

Age 32.9 :':: 12.7 31.4 :':: 7.0 0.69 
Sex lOM/lF 17M/1F 0.73 
Handedness lOR/lL 16R/2L 0.87 
Parent 

education 14.4 :':: 3.0 yrs 15.4 :':: 2.7 yrs 0.43 
BPRS+ 4.2 :':: 0.6 13.8 :':: 3.0 0.0001 
SSAS 31.4 :':: 7.6 41.6 :':: 12.8 0.02 
PULSE 61.7 :':: 11.0 74.5 :':: 12.5 0.02 
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Table 3. Anterior Cingulate and Hippocampal Regions 

ROI NC(n = 11) SCH (n = 18) df t p 

Hippocampus 
Left 
Right 
Anterior cing. 

0.826 :!:: 0.031 
0.840 :!:: 0.058 
0.970 :!:: 0.152 

0.774 :!:: 0.069 
0.787 :!:: 0.098 
1.035 :!:: 0.113 

27 
27 
23 

2.37 
1.62 
1.23 

0.025" 
0.12 
0.23 

The comparisons consist of two-tailed, t-tests. 
a p values significant at the .05 level. 

hemisphere values collapsed) demonstrated a signifi
cantly lower posterior temporal cortical metabolism in 
the patients than in the controls (t[27] = -3.62, p = 

.001). No anterior cingulate rCMRglc abnormality was 
noted. The repeated measures ANOVA of striatal me
tabolism showed no overall abnormality and no signifi
cant interaction of interest. 

Metabolism Versus Clinical Symptom and Stroop 
Performance (Tables 6, 7) 

The BPRS+ negatively correlated with the average stri
atal slice CMRglc (df = 13, r = -0.60, p = .02). The ante
rior cingulate rCMRglc was highly positively correlated 
with Stroop facilitation (df = 12, r = + 0.70, p = .005). 
The left hippocampal rCMRglc showed a moderate, yet 
nonsignificant, negative correlation with Stroop inter
ference (df = 13, r = -0.37, p = .20). 

Exploratory Analysis 

Because of our special interest in the hippocampus we 
examined further for evidence of a potential relation
ship between left hippocampal metabolism and Stroop 
performance. We performed a one-way ANOV A com
paring left hippocampal rCMRglc in controls, patients 
with high Stroop interference, and in patients with 
lower Stroop interference based upon median split 

Table 4. Lateral Temporal Cortical ROis Analyzed by 
Repeated Measures ANOV A 

Temporal cortex NC (n = 11) SCH (n = 18) 

Left anterior 0.876 :!:: .076 0.894 :!:: .059 
Right anterior 0.880 :!:: .087 0.926 :!:: .086 
Left middle 0.963 :!:: .107 1.017 :!:: .060 
Right middle 1.003 :!:: .045 1.008 :!:: .083 
Left posterior 1.023 :!:: .069 0.947 :!:: .085a 
Right posterior 1.056 :!:: .072 0.967 :!:: .076a 

(Diagnosis: F[l] = 0.27, p = .61), (Hemisphere: F[l,27] = 5.03, p = .03") 
(Hemis*Diag: F[l,27] = 0.40, p = .53), (Position: F[2,26] = 29.43, p = 
.0001 a), (Position*Diag: F[2,26] = 6.38, p = 0.00611

) Group is the sole be
tween comparison, Hemisphere (left, right) and Position (anterior, mid
dle, posterior) are the two within subject measures. 

a p values significant at the .05 level. 

technique. The overall ANOV A showed a significant 
difference (high interf pts. = 0.729, low interf pts. = 

0.800, controls = 0.826; F[2] = 7.34, p = .0036). Follow
up univariate comparison showed a significant differ
ence between the patients with high interference and 
normal controls (t[16] = 3.88, p = .001) and a trend to
ward a difference between patients with high and low 
Stroop interference (t[12] = 2.03, p = .065). 

We remark that all hippocampal findings in this 
study are virtually identical whether we use all three 
circular ROis or only the two more anterior circular 
ROis to estimate hippocampal region rCMRglc (see Fig
ure 2). 

DISCUSSION 

This is the first study of temporal lobe regional meta
bolic rates in schizophrenia imaging the temporal lobe 
parallel to its long axis with a PET tomograph having 
an in-plane resolution of 2.6 mm. Consistent with the 
findings of other investigators, significant differences 
were not seen for whole slice cortical CMRglc. How
ever, normalized medial and lateral temporal regional 
metabolic differences were noted. In particular, the left 
hippocampal and posterior temporal cortical rCMRglc 
were lower in patients with schizophrenia than in the 
normal controls. Consistent with our expectation, there 
were no striatal metabolic abnormalities. Whereas the 
average striatal slice cortical gray metabolism signifi
cantly correlated with positive symptoms in patients, 

Table 5. Striatal ROis Analyzed by Repeated Measures 
ANOVA 

ROI NC(9) SCH (16) 

Left caudate 1.128 :!:: .138 1.034 :!:: .113 
Right caudate 1.035 :!:: .190 0.992 :!:: .191 
Left putamen 1.167 :!:: .090 1.206 :!:: .109 
Right putamen 1.189 :!:: .138 1.210 :!:: .095 

(Diagnosis: F[l] = 0.21, p = .65), (Hemisphere: F[l,23] = 1.80, p = .19) 
(Hemis*Diag: F[l,23] = .17, p = .69), (Striatum*Diag: F[23] = 3.59, p = 
.07) Group is the sole between measure, Hemisphere (Left, Right) and 
Striatum (Caudate, Putamen) are the two within subject measures. 
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Table 6. Cognitive-Metabolic Correlation 

Interference Facilitation 
(n = 14) (n = 14) 

R F p R F p 

Hippocampal slice +0.16 0.28 0.61 -0.17 0.33 0.57 
Striatal slice +0.09 0.09 0.77 +0.21 0.52 0.48 
Anterior cingulate +0.38 2.06 0.18 +0.70 11.65 0.005a 
L hippocampus -0.37 1.88 0.20 +.11 0.15 0.71 
Posterior temporal -0.24 0.74 0.41 -.12 0.17 0.69 

Clinical-metabolic correlations in the patients with schizophrenia. The 
letter R represents the Pearson correlational coefficient and p represents 
the two-tailed p-value. 

a Correlations with significance at .05 level of confidence or better. 

no significant correlation was noted between either pos
itive o~ negative symptoms and either hippocampal or 
posterior temporal cortical rCMRglc. No anterior cingu
late rCMRglc abnormality was noted for the patients; 
however, the Stroop facilitation was highly positively 
correlated with the anterior cingulate rCMRglc for the 
patients. 

Several PET or SPECT studies have found similar 
posterior temporal metabolic findings. Cleghorn et al. 
(1992), using PET-FDG, imaged unmedicated patients 
with schizophrenia at a -5 degree angle to the orbital
metal line and reported similar posterior temporal find
ings. Specifically, these authors reported bilaterally de
creased posterior superior temporal metabolism in 12 
patients who were hallucinating during uptake of 
tracer compared with 10 patients who were not halluci
nating. Their posterior temporal regions were chosen in 
order to sample auditory cortex and Wernicke's region. 
Because their PET method included a slice thickness of 
12 to 15 mm, their sampling likely overlapped with our 
posterior temporal cortical sampling, imaging prima
rily within the middle and superior temporal gyri. 
These investigators point out that similar blood flow 
decreases in Wernicke's region were also seen in an ox-

Table 7. Clinical-Metabolic Correlation 

Negative 
Symptom Assess. BPRS+ 

(n = 14) (n = 17) 

R F p R F p Slice 

Hippo slice -0.47 3.14 0.10 -.33 1.81 0.19 
Striatal slice -0.50 3.73 0.08 -.60 7.48 0.02" 
Regional 

L hippocampus -0.10 0.13 0.73 -.04 .02 0.88 
Posterior temporal -0.22 0.60 0.45 +.18 0.54 0.47 

Clinical-metabolic correlations in the patients with schizophrenia. The 
letter R represents the Pearson correlational coefficient and p represents 
the two-tailed p-value. 

"Correlations with significance at .05 level of confidence or better. 
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ygen-15 blood flow study of subjects required to read 
words aloud (Frith et al. 1991). Other PET studies (De
monet et al. 1992; Howard et al. 1992) have noted that 
the left temporal contribution to language function was 
not restricted to Wernicke's area but extends to the mid
dle temporal gyrus. We did not specifically ascertain if 
patients were hallucinating during uptake, but all but 
two of our patients had overt hallucinations or delu
sions within a day of the study when the BPRS was per
formed. Other functional imaging studies have linked 
the presence of positive symptoms with decreased pos
terior temporal cortical function. Liddle et al. (1992) 
found an inverse correlation between what they termed 
"reality distortion," a factor largely determined by pres
ence of delusions and auditory hallucinations, and right 
posterior superior temporal cortical blood flow in sta
ble, medicated patients. Gur et al. (1995) found for un
medicated patients with schizophrenia, using the PET
FDG technique, an inverse correlation between superior 
temporal lobe metabolism and global hallucinations. 
Catafau et al. (1994) found, using SPECT, significantly 
lower left posterior temporal cortical blood flow in neu
roleptic-naive female patients with acute schizophrenia 
than in controls. Related findings were found by Stark
stein et al. (1994) in a SPECT study of delusional Alzhei
mer's disease patients compared ·with a matched group 
of nondelusional Alzheimer's disease patients. 

Some temporal lobe MRI volume findings in schizo
phrenia are of special interest. Shenton et al. (1992) 
found an inverse relationship between an index of 
thought disorder and the MRI volume of the left poste
rior superior temporal gyrus and Barta et al. (1990) 
found an inverse relationship between auditory halluci
nations and the MRI volume of the left superior tempo
ral gyrus. Findings such as these might lead us to pre
dict that our patients, who have prominent positive 
symptoms, might have less left superior temporal corti
cal gray matter than the normal controls. This could 
lead to artificially lower temporal lobe metabolic esti
mates, via PET, in patients due to partial voluming ef
fects and consequently lead to false differences between 
the groups (Type I error) or no apparent differences in 
cases where the true metabolic rate in the patients was 
actually higher than that of the controls (Type II error). 
The normalization quotient (regional metabolism/ 
whole slice metabolism) might give some protection 
against partial volume errors. This may follow, for ex
ample, from work of Zipursky et al. (1992, 1994) who 
found, in addition to bilateral decreases in superior 
temporal cortical gray matter, generalized cortical de
creases in gray matter of schizophrenics. On the other 
hand, PET studies with tomographs with axial thick
ness significantly greater than the 6 mm of the PET-600 
could miss posterior superior temporal cortical meta
bolic abnormalities. This follows as their posterior su
perior temporal sampling might include sampling from 
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other nearby structures such as parietal cortex in which 
rCMRglc has been reported to be elevated in patients 
with schizophrenia compared with normal controls 
(Mathew et al. 1988). 

This study involved a special effort to sample medial 
temporal cortical tissue, including obtaining multiple 
images through the medial temporal cortex at an angle 
parallel to the long axis of the temporal lobe to ensure 
full thickness of the tissue being sampled. As predicted, 
we found evidence of significantly lower left hippocam
pal rCMRglc in the patients than in controls. Most in
vestigators (Buchsbaum et al. 1992; Siegel et al. 1993; 
Tamminga et al. 1992; Cohen et al. 1989) although not 
all (Musalek et al. 1989) have found lower hippocampal 
rCMRglc in patients with schizophrenia than in normal 
controls. Several studies, of unmedicated schizophren
ics with positive symptoms, have found abnormally de
creased anterior cingulate rCMRglc concomitantly with 
hippocampal hypometabolism (Buchsbaum et al. 1992; 
Siegel et al. 1993; Tamminga et al. 1992). We did not 
find abnormal anterior cingulate rCMRglc, and this 
might be because we were sampling only the inferior 
portion of the anterior cingulate. 

The hippocampus and amygdala are small structures 
and so are susceptible to significant partial voluming 
errors (see recovery coefficients, p. 497, Phelps et al. 
1986). If there were significant gray matter loss in the 
hippocampus of the patients, this might lead to addi
tional partial voluming errors and lower estimates of 
patient metabolic rates. Many (Bogerts et al. 1990, 1993; 
Breier et al. 1992; DeLisi et al. 1988; Suddath et al. 1989, 
1990; Shenton et al. 1992; Marsh et al. 1994; Rossi et al. 
1994), but again certainly not all MRI studies (Colombo 
et al. 1993; Dauphinais et al. 1990; Kawasaki et al. 1993; 
Kelsoe et al. 1988; Young et al. 1991) have found sig
nificantly decreased (left) hippocampal/ amygdala vol
ume in patients with schizophrenia. If the patients had 
decreased hippocampal volume, then the measured 
rCMRglc values in these patients could be artificially 
lower than the true metabolic rate due to partial volume 
errors. This is an important issue that needs to be inves
tigated further. 

The hippocampus and other medial temporal struc
tures are important brain regions involved in memory 
and cognition (Squire 1987). It has been shown that 
electrical stimulation of the hippocampus in humans 
could lead to intrusive memories at certain voltages, 
and at higher voltages the current reality could be 
blocked out (Chapman et al. 1967; Lee et al. 1988; Chap
man personal communication). Our preliminary analy
sis using median split technique, breaking patients into 
high and low Stroop interference, suggests that the hip
pocampal metabolic differences in these patients was 
most prominent in patients who had abnormal Stroop 
interference. This needs to be explored further. Also, al
though we did not find a correlation for the patients be-
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tween positive symptoms and hippocampal metabo
lism seen in some studies (e.g., Friston et al. 1992; 
Liddle et al. 1992), this does not rule out such a relation
ship as the correlation procedure lacks power. 

The anterior cingulate has been proposed as one 
component of an anterior attentional system (see, e.g., 
Petersen 1993). Consistent with this, as noted earlier, 
several studies have reported Stroop-induced activa
tion of the anterior cingulate in normals. Devinsky et al. 
(1995) refer to the anterior cingulate as the "anterior ex
ecutive region," which they break into "cognitive" 
(generally more superior) and "affective" (generally 
more inferior) components. Both components appear to 
be involved in selective attention as Carter et al. (1995) 
found trial-by-trial Stroop-induced superior as well as 
inferior anterior cingulate rCBF activation in normal 
controls. We found Stroop facilitation to be abnormally 
high in patients with schizophrenia (Carter et al. 1992, 
1993) and in the present study facilitation (in patients), 
calculated from a Stroop task performed within a day of 
the PET study, correlated with resting inferior anterior 
cingulate rCMRglc. Performance of the Stroop task dur
ing the uptake of the tracer would have given a more 
controlled and taxing state than the resting (baseline) 
condition used in this study and possibly strengthened 
differences between the groups. However, the findings 
in this study suggest that even the resting metabolic 
pattern contains information regarding the level of per
formance on a cognitive task performed within a day. 

A number of PET and SPECT studies of schizophre
nia have noted an abnormally increased left or abnor
mally increased left relative to right temporal (whole 
brain in some studies) metabolism or blood flow in pa
tients compared with controls (Buchsbaum et al. 1992; 
DeLisi et al. 1989; Cur et al. 1989; Sheppard et al. 1983; 
Siegel et al. 1993; Wilson et al. 1993). However not all 
studies have found this abnormal asymmetry (W olkin 
et al. 1985; Jernigan et al. 1985; Cohen et al. 1987; Kish
imoto et al. 1987). We did not see any evidence of a 
hemisphere by diagnosis interaction for either the tem
poral cortical or striatal ROI multivariate analyses. 
Many of the above schizophrenia studies that found ev
idence of abnormally increased left or increased left rel
ative to right blood flow or metabolism involved pa
tients who were neuroleptic naive and/ or else more 
acutely symptomatic, and who often required hospital
ization. Those studies above that did not find evidence 
of an abnormal metabolic asymmetry typically in
volved chronic, nonacutely symptomatic patients who 
had a history of treatment with neuroleptic medication. 
Our patients were primarily chronic outpatients with a 
history of neuroleptic treatment and although they had 
positive symptoms, they were not acutely symptomatic. 

Of further interest, Buchsbaum et al. (1992) note that 
they found the greatest degree of metabolic asymmetry 
differences in the middle and inferior temporal gyms. 
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Sampling parallel to the long axis of the temporal lobe 
within the middle and superior temporal gyri we found 
that relative temporal lobe position (anterior, middle, 
posterior) was an important determinant in metabolic 
differences. Hence, relative position within a gyrus may 
also be important factor when analyzing asymmetry 
differences. Related to this, a major temporal lobe neu
ronal pathway flows parallel to the long axis of the tem
poral cortex from the posterior to more anterior regions 
(see, e.g., Ungerleider and Haxby 1994). 

Like all published PET studies of schizophrenia to 
date, this study used fixed volume sampling and could 
not take full advantage of the resolution of the PET to
mograph that might have been possible with MRI
delineated ROis. In addition, MR segmentation of PET 
voxels into percent of gray matter, white matter, and 
CSF with subsequent use of rate constants for gray and 
white matter in metabolic calculations could lead to im
proved estimates of glucose metabolism. Consistent 
with the fact that we used a higher resolution tomo
graph with consequently less partial voluming errors, 
the absolute glucose metabolic rates obtained with the 
PET-600 are at least twice that of Buchsbaum et al. 
(1992) and Cur et al. (1995). 

Next we discuss some of the possible type I and II er
rors not mentioned earlier. Two of the 11 controls and 
two of the 18 patients did not have a suitable striatal 
slice, so the comparison size is nine controls versus 16 
patients for striatal slice ROis. Although we correctly 
predicted that there would be no striatal metabolic ab
normality, the decreased sample size for the striatal 
comparison may have played a role in the lack of a stri
atal finding. The literature concerning striatal metabo
lism is mixed. Buchsbaum et al. (1992) note that of 12 
studies of unmedicated patients reporting normalized 
striatal data that six have reported low striatal values, 
five have reported high striatal values (three signifi
cant), and there was one "tie." More recent studies of 
unmedicated patients with schizophrenia by Tam
minga et al. (1992) and Cur et al. (1995) did not find stri
atal metabolic abnormalities. Although we ran a num
ber of statistical tests, we protected against type I error 
by performing follow-up testing only when the multi
variate analysis was significant. Moreover, the hippo
campal metabolic abnormality was predicted a priori. 
Although we expected lateral temporal cortical abnor
malities, we did not have a specific prediction as to 
whether abnormalities would be more anterior or pos
terior or would be primarily left- or right-sided. Thus, 
posterior temporal cortical hypometabolism could rep
resent type I error. However, if a Bonferroni-Dunn cor
rection were performed this finding would still be sig
nificant and more importantly, as noted earlier, it is 
consistent with recent imaging findings in the litera
ture. The nonsignificant 0.37 negative correlation be
tween left hippocampal rCMRglc and Stroop interfer-
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ence might represent type II error due to the small (14) 
sample of patients involved in this correlational analy
sis. This is suggested by the positive findings of the 
ANOV A comparing left hippocampal rCMRglc among 
controls, patients with low Stroop interference, and pa
tients with high Stroop interference. If the trial-by-trial 
Stroop ·task had been performed during the uptake, 
then there may have been clearer relationships between 
Stroop performance and regional metabolic rates. 

Another issue to be considered involves the length of 
neuroleptic withdrawal. Is 2 to 3 weeks of neuroleptic 
withdrawal sufficient? Clow et al. (1980) note that 2 
weeks after neuroleptic discontinuation, the dissocia
tion constant for spiperone binding reverts to normal; 
however some behavioral effects such as enhanced ste
reotyped response disappear after only a month, and 
other neuroleptic associated effects take longer to dis
appear. Also, three of our patients were studied 12 
weeks after their last injection of haldol decanoate. The 
data comparisons, however, remain essentially the 
same whether these patients are included or not. The 
Cleghorn et al. (1992) and Catafau et al. (1994) studies 
showing posterior temporal rCMRglc decreases in
volved primarily neuroleptic-naive patients, suggesting 
that the 2 to 3-week neuroleptic withdrawal was not a 
factor in our posterior temporal findings. Conversely, 
some studies have found temporal lobe metabolic in
creases associated with chronic neuroleptic treatment 
(see Cohen et al. 1996), 

CONCLUSIONS 

The strengths of this study include a high-resolution, 
improved visualization of the temporal lobe using im
ages parallel to the long axis of the temporal lobe, and a 
group of neuroleptic-withdrawn outpatients who were 
limited to those patients with mild to moderately severe 
positive symptoms. Other PET and SPECT studies have 
found evidence of hippocampal and posterior temporal 
cortical hypofunction in patients compared with con
trols, especially in patients with overt positive symp
toms. This study localizes temporal cortical hypometab
olism to the posterior portion of the middle and 
superior temporal gyri. These medial and lateral tem
poral lobe regions play a role in memory or in process
ing auditory information and so may also play a role in 
positive psychotic symptoms. There are also several 
studies suggesting that those patients with increased 
positive symptoms may have decreased posterior tem
poral cortical volume, which in turn might lead to artifi
cially lower PET estimates of regional glucose metabo
lism. Decreased tissue volume could also play a role in 
the finding of decreased hippocampal rCMRglc. We 
plan to follow this study with three-dimensional PET 
and MRI study taking MRI volume into account. 
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